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The Company is proud to have contributed to the dialogue in creating
the conditions to allow for Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal, and others to
negotiate a favorable resolution to the debate around improving Saudi
Vision 2030 establishing a pretext to the possible formation of the
Middle Eastern Union. Prince Khaled bin Al-Waleed remains
respectfully poised to execute the Quantum - Trump border walls
reapplication to the Saudi - Yemen / Saudi - Oman border, which is positive. However, value based
social obstructionism and fraud has left the U.S. government unwilling to set a clear path forward for
the international community economically. In recent landmark litigation, against all odds, Warren
Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. were exposed as domestic and international terrorists, where Jamie
Dimon, JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. fled the Country like a coward. However, instead of indicting,
prosecuting, and properly reallocating the money from the criminality to those defrauded, the U.S.
government has been reluctant to trust that the money reallocated from exposing the criminality above
would be reinvested by those defrauded. This logic is the very essence of the manic value based social
hyper protectionism that has been discussed in the past. This 'lackadaisical value business as usual'
approach has created a pandora's box of accountability, liability, and judicial concerns that will be
noticeable headed into the 2018, and 2020 elections. Most notably, Jared Kushner has been reluctant to
execute the Quantum - Trump border wall's reapplication to the West bank border wall, which has
been redirected with the indictment of Thirteen Russian entities accused of interfering in the 2016
Presidential election at the exact time Prime Minister
Netanyahu was being threatened with indictment.
This global value legal obstructionist redirection is
worthy of the Pulitzer prize similarly awarded for
Edward Snowden's Major League value redirection.
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In other words, instead of setting a clear path forward for
the international community based on how the law is
written, and the merits of the Quantum - Trump border
wall solution to give Prince Khaled Alwaleed bin Talal
and Jared Kushner the platform to execute a unified
strategy, the value graft, malversation, and corruption have decided to engage in a very risky hyper
protectionist social strategy threatening to indict and expose anyone who stands in its opposition
resulting in numerous U.S. government shutdowns. Thirteen Russian entities were indicted because of
wire fraud Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook Inc. willfully allowed, engaged in, and encouraged. However,
there is very little to no mention of fraud extending to Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook Inc. which directly
correlates with less talk of Prime Minister Netanyahu being indicted, which is all predicated on former
Director Mueller's strategic Thirteen indictments. The Company is very aware of this pattern and
practice of value biased social protectionist collusion breaking down similar obstructionist criminality
in the past. The purposeful ambiguity on the Quantum - Trump border wall has also translated to more
unforeseen value social economic instability in Brazil resulting in social unrest with entities blowing up
banks regularly. With no major economic projects to announce due to the manic value based social
hyper protectionism creating U.S. government shutdowns frantically covering up fraud, the economies
of Brazil, Mexico, and other South American Countries such as Venezuela have begun to deteriorate on
a scale that the social hyper protectionist value bubble will not be able to cover up. In this instance it
will be important to see if the economies of South
America deteriorate and outpace the manic social
value hyper protectionist federal redirection scams
covering up their condition, and against this
Quantum - Trump border wall backdrop, what value
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companies will be liable. With confidence issues
plaguing federal law enforcement, who are essentially
fed lies regarding the promise of impenetrable social
value scams, the U.S. - North Korean containment
strategy has been compromised further by the Thirteen
indictments. This unorganized contradiction in policy,
due to the confidence in social value obstructionism, has caused the State Department to redirect cutting
aid to Pakistan threatening to implement further economic sanctions on the unsupported basis that
Pakistan is funding terrorist groups through Schools, Hospitals, and shell companies. Why would
Pakistan be funding terrorist groups if Jared Kushner was on deck with the reapplication of the
Quantum - Trump border wall to the West bank wall to create the foundation for the Middle Eastern
Union? Why would the Middle East, which has been defrauded by Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway
Inc., and duped into perpetual war want more conflict against the backdrop of the Middle Eastern
Union? Exactly, when the logic does not add up its usually because the value social strategist overdosed
on coffee, hasn't thought that far out in the redirection scam, got bored, and decided to play ping pong
instead. This is why the Company is bringing this matter to the surface in the proper legal context so the
time sensitive solutions are implemented to offset the impact of the glorified lies concocted at the value
ping pong table, which is more concerned about implementing value developer welfare strategies to
suppress innovation, reduced pizza costs, and global protectionism, rather then U.S. national security or
global economic reality. Again, the Company simply outlines how the value contradiction in U.S. policy,
and ambiguity negatively effects the global economy. As noted previously, this condition is very similar
to the Securities and Exchange Commission contradicting
the Department of Justice, which almost all contradiction
is leveraged on an obsolete social media ping pong table.
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